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This thesis has been written with the intension that
'

it will aid those students interested in the operation of 
the Keathkit Educational Electronic Analog Computer • cqfcurteci 
by Carroll College in this year 1965 and which v ill undou 
by in her possession for a number of years. Th.^concepts 
and .explanations contained herein are such that frith altm-..o 
nderstanding of electrical circuitry and different! 1 

equations the student should be able to actually use he '.-ove 
mentioned computer to solve elementary problems; thus perhaps 
giving the interested student an insight into solution of 
.aore difficult problems on a more complicated computer, .he 
of the analog or digital type.



X. Analoft Computer versus Digital Computer

Just what is a computer? The answer to this question
will vary with the source. Webster defines a computer as,
"an automatic electronic machine for performing simple and
complex calculations."^ This is, in general, what we mean today
when we use the word computer. It might be interesting to note,
however, that according to D. S. Halacy Jr. the first mathematical
device sophisticated enough to be called a computer was the

2calendar of primitive man. This of course implies a broader 
meaning of the word "computer." He seems to indicate that a 
computer is any mechanical device used by man in his calculations.

Now there are two basic types of computers: the .analog 
computer, or as it is sometimes called, the electronic . 
differential analyzer; and the digital computer. Let us first 
define these two types and then compare them as to the manner 
in which they solve problems.

The analog computer operates by representing the variables 
of a problem by physical quantities easily generated or

3controlled, such as shaft rotations or electrical voltages. 
Actually, the definition of the computer comes from the meaning

1. Websters Unabridged Dictionary.
2. D.3. Hallacy Jr., C o n f e r s  (New York, I3 6 2), page 23.
.3. Clarence L. Johnaon, Analog Computer Techniques (New 

York, 1963), page 2.



of the word analog itself; this computer merely sets up an 
analogy in the form of electrical circuits and voltages of the 
problem to be solved.

A digital computer is a computer that uses discrete numbers
4to represent information. It is through manipulation of 

these numbers, called "bits", that the digital computer solves 
its problems.

The basic difference between these two types of computers 
is then, from the definitions, the manner in which they solve 
problems. An analog computer could be compared to a slide 
rule; it deals in measurable quantities and thus can only 
approximate. Since magnitudes of quantities are represented

t

in our computer by the corresponding analogous magnitudes of 
electrical voltages, the results acquired are only as accurste 
is the devices with which we measure the electrical voltages.

The digital computer, on the other hand, deals with discrete 
numbers. It can perform an arithmetical operation on two 
numbers and come up with an exact answer. Digital computers 
contain numerous "bits," (that is, a binary digit either one 
or zero) used to make binary numbers. By using different 
.combinations of these binary numbers not only can the mathe
matician's basic number system bo represented and manipulated, 
but letters and words are simulated on the computer by devising 
appropriate codes— each different combination referring 10 a 
different letter or word.

4. John IT. Warfield, Introduction to Electronic Analog Computers 
(Hew Jersey, 1955), pa-je 52. ■
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The uses of each type of computer are far :od numerous
to mention. In general analog computers are use-' to simula-e

■

physical problems: for example the -solution of differential
equations or the analysis of different conditions on a . car 
suspension system. Digital computers are used to a great
extent in areas of data processing and 1ogic operations.



II. linear Computer Components

■■ * '  ■The remainder of this paper is concerned specifically 
with the solution of differential equations with constant 
co-efficients and the solution of simultaneous equations by
use of an analog computer. The components necessary to

itsolve simultaneous equations are included in the components 
necessary to solve differential equations. As a result the
following discussions will, in the most part, be in terms

£. • Iof differential equations.
The solution of differential equations require the maohin

to be capable cf performing five elementary operations:
a. Integration

'bo Addition (or summation) 
c. Multiplication by a constant 
do Multiplication by -1 (inversion) 
e0 Displaying or recording problem results.

We will consider the electrical devices necessary to perform 
the above operations.

The heart of the analog computer is 
amplifier. This amplifier is the device 
conjunction with resistors and capacitors, .is used to performs 
elementary mathematical operations. This amplifier multiplies 
the input voltage by a gain of -A and is shown diagramatioally

the d-c operational 
which, when used in
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Input Output

The operation of the amplifiers isj restricted to the 
region where their output voltage is lijnear with the input' 
voltage. 7or the amplifiers in the Heafclikit Computer here 
at Oarroll this region is when the output voltage is within
the range of ~ 100 volts. ' 1 Thus, within t

Vo - — A  Vfj
where

'
age

■ \Zcj is the input or gl’jid voltage 
Vi is the output vol^

— A  is the gain of tho 
If the output voltages ever exceed the i 
our amplifiers are not operating in the 
equation one will not hold. let us not® 

in our discussions are talcen with respl 
A diagram of equation one is shown ; 

is the grid current and the symbol 
taken with respect to ground.

ais range
equation 1 .

amplifier.
idicated limit, then ■ 
Linear range and ***■ 
here that all voltages 
t to ground.

*

:.n figure.2 where ic  ̂

indicates the voltage

i t/.

5» Kenneth Rogers, Class notes. 1965.

Figure 2.



Using the high gain amplifier as tie integral component 
of each basic circuit, we will Illustrate the combinations of 
resistors and capacitors connected as input and feedback 
elements which give us the three basic circuits of particular
interest to'.us: a co-efficient circuit, 
and an integration circuit.

an addition circuit,

First we have the co-efficient circuit as shown in figure 3
The purpose of this circuit is to multiply a quantity by a 
constant.

Figure 3*

V.-
-A/tAA-—

6}f
- A W---

/

'------co-efficient circuit
&

From this circuit we get the equation V '— \J^~ L (ffj , 

equation 2, by using ohms law where L i|| the current flowing 
in the branch indicated and the symbol for precision resistance 
is shown in figure 4. We will also indicate the symbol for 
a precision capacitance in figure 4.

Figure 4.

4
d?

-VWlAr

This is a p:
is the in 

called a fee 
term "feedb
element con: 
an amplifieij

cision resistance where 
t resistance and (ft f. is 
back resistance, (the 
k" denotes a circuit 
cted in parallel rith

This is the figure for a precision
capacitance jenoted byC .



Du g  to a characteristic of the amplifi 
neglect so the current flowing through

/  -abe approximately L \ Thus we conclude f|

V o -V *  ’ e°iuation 5.
Using equations one, two, and threj 

U  to obtain the following equation:

tjis small' enough to 
he resistance^/ will 
om figure 3 that

we can eliminate t and

equation 4. 
if A is large (in 
oo large, then we can 

dnly involve a small

It is easy to see that for this equat.io 
our case it is — 1 0 )̂ and if ^  is not 
say \/0 = —  I t  ]// , equation 5, and

v/4
error. Examining this equation we see |̂hat by using in the 
circuit of figure 3 the desired ratio o 
to input resistance, we are able to mul 
minus one and by this constant ratio.

V'-.. .

• ■ 4 - ’  'The addition circuit is shown as f 
^  Figure 5.

feedback resistance 
ply a.quantity by a

Ho w s :

K

\ L

AAA-
/ &  

■Aj-=± - /V v —

4 tV W V —

summer circuit 
Just looking at this circuit we can see 
two voltages to get a third, thus we gel 
physical proolem of addition. From the 
ohms law with the result that:

(since

■phat it simply sums 
our analogy of the • 

Circuit above we use

equation 6. 
t f < ¥ 0 ) equation 7 .

equation 8. 
equation 9.



Using these equations a rA equation one
l/i , and obtain

V , u + z X " '  &  + % / J ‘  g t
0? f  (fft- ] 7

3 /However we have A^IO which makes ̂ -0.

Page 3

3 eliminate C, , C ^ t I f  

" j*r I/, equation 1 0.Q\-x
a result equation

ten reduces to
0?,

u  + equation 1 1. 
that by letting 

lta^es I/, and v/v getting 
addition to this we

An analysis of this equation will show 
, we are actually adding the 

- V0 as the negated result of this sum« 
can multiply our input voltages '/, and i/-,Bty a constant simply 
by varying the ratio of our feedback reafj-stance to our input 
resistances.

The following circuit is called the||integration circuit.
Figure 6.

c
L

l/c f t
-AA4A-

c ~ integration circuit
If we let q be the charge on the capacil

/ /  —  ^  * i< R

' ' Vc< k ~ l/j -  l/c -  c

C, then
equation 1 2. 
equation 1 3. 
equation 14.c =  Cc i - L y

But differentiating equation 13 with res||ect to f  we get

% /c  -  • #
’fe substituted t for ^  here since curreljt is defined as ;he

equation 1 5.

Jtr
change in charge per unit time.



But now i  <j ■- O , thus Cc -  *■ o r from eni

l i t - , ' ' . '  h i  t y - * >  
tie eliminate <r and in equations one,

J\J* /to get
„  / /

<?c(-

Or followin • .from the fact that -r. O
/

' jW:tfC f c  —
But from this _ j;r <P<f Integrate

/ r r
t / ,  ’ r  /PC /„• VlcOT -r 

where 7* is the initial value of i/, at t:
■

the Initial voltage across the cr.pacitoi 
; cross C at T~o is zero, then/*^.

Besides these three basic circuits 
d-c operational amplifier is character!^ 
another network called a "voltage dividj 
can be used to multiply any voltage by 
£?</?< /• This voltage divider iietwori 
a potentiometer. The dia ram of a ~>otei

Figure 7.

--------------
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;ion 15
equation 16. 

reive, and sixteen

equation 17.

equation 18.
we get

equation 19. 
r -O . X  -epresents

0. Thus if the voltage

Ln which use of the 
;ic of each, we have 
•network" which 
c ons tant "b", where 
is more c ommonly clied 
;iometer is as follows:

£

I

< C -

i/: J&

where the arrow indicates an adjustible 
moved along the resistance bo we can vai

:ontact that can be 
and .

■\ ■

• .

■ * j
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The potentiometer is most often used aqjjthe imput to an amplifier 
circuit.

k  Figure 8.
-VW

- £ > —

From this circuit in figure eight we Icno’* point g is almost at 
ground voltage since from equation one is equal to-d^ and 
is very small. Now assuming almost all the current C

will go through tff* . So
V :  =  t  ft, +  ) c equation 20, 

ecuation 21.
and

or

V, fit
v :

It is evident from equation 21 that the otentiometer can be
t5: loused to multiply by the constant ^7/* •

equation 22,

j There is another element used Ln thlc 
called a relay contact. Figure 9 shows 
a relay contact.

Figure 9.

analog computer 
lie symbol we use for

> U  Irelay contact
This relay contact is used in conjunction with the capacitor 
in the integration circuit in order to dll charge the capacitor 
after the solution of the problem so tha-lithe same initial

"•1’;
:

* I '
I

:V •

t



conditions ■•rill be present when the solution is repeated.
The arrangement is sho>m below

Figure 10

-A /A -
— f

rc .

voltage. This relay 
capacitor .oust be

on which we can record

The X C . indicates an initial condition 
contact is used even if ~ t C -0  since the 
discharged after each solution.

Lastly, we need spealc of a device 
the solutions to our problems. There are two types of recording 
devices which are of particular interest to us. These are 
the galvanometer-type instruments and the cathode-ray 
oscilloscopes. In the first mentioned type the writing arm 
1; driven by a galvanometer movement (imat is, it-. Varies 
?Ireotly with the voltage) and the paper is moved at a constant 
rate past the writing instrument.

The oscilloscope can also be used to view the solutions 
of problems when we use a repetitive computer. A repetitive 
computer records a portion of the solution from 0 to Z 0 

and then repeats this. Unless we attacn] a camera to the 
oscilloscope we cannot use it for practical reasons since 
the solution is-not permanently recorded



III. Problem I-'ochanlrv'-tlo

.*■ How that we have our circuit building blocks as described 
in Chapter II, we can combine these components in various manner

Ml
to solve problems consisting o'f a multiple of these simple 
operations. As mentioned earlier ire are specifically interested
in solving a differential equation with constant co-efficients.

i ;|j The general form of this type of equation is
| |§J a > ifc = equation „J.

Our first concern is the f i x )  on the right hand side of
this equation. ' In most problems it is Jfecessary to generate
certain functions which may simulate physical driving functions.
If this forcing function -fCrJ is a constant we have no trouble
producing it as we simply use a voltage from our power
supply which corresponds to the magnitude of the constant.
We may, however, be faced with a function other than a constant.
In some cases this function can be formed easily using the
previously mentioned components, other times however we will
not be able to produce the driving function with the available
equipment.

To larger industrial computers a function former is an 
Integral part. This function former will produce nearly any 
function desired. But this involves a problem of conple:c 
electronics and will not be "diucussed here.



There are six main steps which we 
the necessary circuit diagram:

1. Rewrite the differential equat 
order derivative oil the left s

2. Assume that a voltage proporti 
order derivative is available.!

3. Using a summer circuit add the I luantities needed 
to produce the highest order derivative.

4. Integrate this derivative succe 
the lower order derivatives and 
are available.

5. Note that voltages proportional 
on the right side of the differ 
except for the forcing function! 
as inputs for the summer circui

6. Attach a recorder at the point I 
available.

let us consider the.solution of a j 
this method. We will neglect amplitude 
will be treated in the following two ch; 

We shall solve for X in the differe
d x

sively until each of 
the function itself

to each of the terms 
ptial equation, 
kr)t are now available 
•

lere the function is 

mple problem using
nd time scaling which

T r wherqX C  is
The first step in the solution is to rev ‘ite the equation as

tial equation 
()-/•



Now we use a summer circuit and add -;?/ 
where </'// = J)] ~ 4% • (Hote from equat ion 
circuit changes the sign.)

Figure 1 1.

Page 14

.  elsna -/t) to get ,
that the summer

± 3 21
-yWWr- 

-vWvv.— c!*
: a x l.

How if a voltage represented by 
available, it can be integrated to proc 
— X as follows:

Figure 12.

.s assumed to be
:e a voltr.ge representing

C
J*
7k_ ■VWv - o -

In this case since from equation

Vo tfC f „  Vc- o/r +
Connecting these two circuit compoi 

is, the components of figures 11 and 1 2] 
problem of changing our output by a serj 
we have a +3/ to feed back into the input

Figure 13.

rnts in series (that 
we are left with the 
is of components until 
of the.summer circuit.

-
~Jo -A/'- -yVt/v-

il >

Heve.

/Tv

- a
'



Now we still need a - / o volt input for t
summer circuit. We can get this simp:$1': s 1 fti
volts from our power supply on the com .ter and change the
sign with a co-efficient circuit. The ompleted circuit

■ f
diagram is shown in figure 14 where we ave connected a
recorder so that we could get the grapl of-X versus time.

%t ■ Ui . ■ -•

it

Figure 14.

Now this is certainly not the only possible circuit 
diagram for the solution of this' differential equation, nor 
necessarily the best. Before useful res
it is necessary that scale factors and e 
be considered. These will be treated in 

Also, no attempt has been made here

/ ‘.M , I'A'iv

ilts can be obtained 
guipment capabilities 
the next two'chapters. 
to consider the errors

present in the operational amplifiers and the co-efficient 
potentiometers since the purpose of our Computer is largely
educational and accurate results are not

: ' :: .

necessary.

1



IV., Amplitude Sc--Ic Pact or

Up to now we have assumed our compucer is capable of
producing any of the voltages desired in a problem. In 
reality, however, this is not so. The normal operating 
range of may computers is volts so if the output voltage|||
of our amplifiers if greater than this tie equation [A A  

will not hold and our computer will not pe operating in the 
linear range.

Although we must be careful to ;:eep 
within this indicated range, it is also

the amplifier v >itage 
mportant to keep thes

amplifiers operating close to their maxi rum range, if we
fail go do this errors are more apt to a 

The manner in which we solve this 
as amplitude scaling. " It consists of re

ise.
oblem is referred to 
ampingour or iginal

problem so that our variables are reproduced in terms of
"machine variables’.1 The machine variab 
our variables in the problem reach thei 
output on the amplifier is equal to 100 

Let us consider' a specific example 
the problem of magnitude scaling. In this example we will 
assume that we know the maximum and minimum values of the 
different variables. In actuality, however, there i; another

s are such that when 
maximum, the voltage 
olts.
o better illustrate



problem involved here which will be tr«.ted in the last
part of this chapter: namely that of di
these maximum and minimum values by intelligent guesses

Consider the differential equation
d y  U  ~ W X  -Jtr) •

ermining approximately

equation 24.
IX 
Jtwhere fCr)-'7° and the initial conditionallare X ~ ^ J

n#Let us assume for this example that we know the maximum 
values each variable will reach and that they are

AH A X  V A l  u e > / / V  L iL u r
X

i r

•*/ » o

X  -  -i
c]j -  _ <̂r

d ° x -  
AT* '

-3
>'
<OD

If we call one volt a machine unit, then! we don’t want any
more than 100 machine units to appear at the outlet of any 
amplifier.

Let us represent the variable X iniliiachine units by if if
X ~ X# X . In this equation is called|r.he amplitude scale
factor and X  , of course, is our problel 
case we want to determine /f*. such that /] 
So by settingA> Kx ~ • 11°1

variableo In our
at all times, 

the computer variable
= ^  • -i-n this problem l<x - 7« 7 , or in other

words > - 7.VX can appear at the outlet of; any amplifier without 
ever overloading it. Note that when / i| at a maximum (13), 
the machine variable X  ~ ^xX  -  O- I  CO and thus our amplifier
is not operating beyond its linear range.'

6. Ibid.



In a similiar manner
- d i  %  - k & . - W

' - 4® iTherefore 0 ..H  ~/r  and / *^K»are the mail 
appear at any amplifier output.

Using the above information and th«
operate best when 
twenty-four.

near their capacity w

Rearranging [the equation we get
J **r _  . c/̂---ri - —  6> 'j f  +  / X / >!J t '

Sc first we need a summer circuit.
/ M  I—  elC \ \A Figure. 15.

-
AVI-

IZjz. v V W
J

— (>—
But wait I Already we have violated oujjj

Jrget our — C cj t £.nd j*/X we will have to ov!

;Um values that can

fact that the amplifiers 
will solve equation

we use to produce these Input voltages mor our summer circuit.
however, and see that*r3 observe our possible maximum values,

If we divide the Complete differential ebuatlon by three, 
our amplifiers wi).l not be overtaxed, lisfpw our problem is
.0 solve

basic rule since to 
rload the amplifiers

I + 3 3 * 3  equation 25.
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The resulting circuit is:
Figure 16

2 *l£ i LI JC^yW-
I

,*1*k(rX—kVVN—

2 *,?v«zrf
Z2JL

?,7>|

_£>— I."

JX
O M  Vr

If the reader' will follow through 1 he. above circuit||
diligently he will notice that all f iv® amplifiers are

"‘4 '■ t ■ ill f ’ fdriven to capacity but none of them will ever exceed our
limit of t / v e  mac .line units. If at firflfc it is difficult to

resistances arise 
responding to each

see where the magnitudes for the variouj 
we need only to consider the equations
of our individualfjcircult components an|3|l the results' desired

summer circuit
„ -i, -  ~ 3  using an extension of e 
I?, As. 'i 3 J
instead of-j which would be the resuj 
right hand side of equation 25 letting

from each amplifier. For example in o' 
^  _ ation 11. So now 

if we added the 
1 the resistances be

equal, the output of amplifier one is aiya maximum and is
JJyeoual to ~ Z - r , .c/C*

Also, the neophyte oo analog comput|rs might be doubtful 
as to the manner in which we arrive at dll.368 mega-ohm 
resistance which precedes amplifier nuza|r' four.' Consider

: 5 -;

%

s

.■i
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ration circuit.

'de know that

the corresponding equation of this int*

V’ F ' f c  C ^ J T  +
Now we want our output voltage ]/0 to be 
\/L' ~2 .iC  j i  . Substituting in for vc- and factoring we get

f ' t  , ^  =

Notice at this point the co-effici^fit1 tc our integral,
I W  I—  • We want this co-efficient to bp equal to the co

efficient of our output voltage, that is — XfC = - 7, 7 .
.n the circuitNow solving for /t7̂  we get Thu®I

diagram we let C'=£*fand . (thermits cancel)
Our initial condition Xwas given al Y 5*̂  at z" .

In machine units, however, we see that eft X -  (7,7)6

Then we have to negate this since the oiftput in terms of
B-

X is negative. So our —/̂ -2-dn aaJifier four. ^
The co-efficient potentiometers are Bused merely to 

obtain a desired fraction of the output of each amplifier 
on the branch back! to the summer circuit!. In figure 16
potentiometer number two multiplies 7.7* by the fraction 

7,7 Referring to equation 22 . th3 "I *5 . V . UJneans
As was mentioned earlier we do not aJjLways know the 

maximum and minimum values of the variabj^s in the problem. 
Following from this we have an auxilliarft problem of findinr 
these. Often we can only find these by 1

r -:

:r.:
.

ial and error using



intelligent guess
system and from t

53 made from lcnowledg< 
le mathematics of the 
the equation represePor example, 

motion of an aircraft in flight is of

where -fCc) represents the control force: 
aileron. This would imply, from the s

/• Fproblem, that Ju would probable not exc
the problem would not represent a .phys

.

7. Johnson, page
I
7.

>f the physical 
•oblem stated. 
Lag the aileron 
form 
= - f C r )  

icting upon the 
iement of the 

20 to 30° or



Time Scale Factor

# '
In the preceding discussions we 

rates at which the changes occurred ii 
that a satisfactory form -of the solution 
often than not, however, this is not the 
solutions that wifi vary at such a nig 
be recorded with ordinery equipment no

■i

by the amplifiers 
needs to be speede 
that is, if We nee

Also, there is a pos 
d up. If a case suchf 
d to speed or slow up

use what we call time scaling.
In choosing s time scale at which t<f 1II Iproblem ma?iy factors must be considered,

X .  *  8factors are:
1. Errors in

assumed that the 
be problem were such 
would result. More 
case. We will get 
rate that they cannot 
Toll owed concisely 
sibility the solut1on 
is this should arise, 
ur solution, we

operate'a particular 
Some of these

integrations are accentuated by Ion,: 
computer xuns,

2. Slowly varying outputs of inte*
associated with low input volt 
very low potentiometer settings

3. The dynamics of recording devi 
so that transients in the reco 

recording.
a of these in more d

affect the 
Let us discuss eac

8. Johnson, page 2 2.

[tors are invariably 
s and often with 

in the problem.
must be considered 

Ir response do 'not

il.



Even if perfect integrating a:...;l'- :ere available for
analog computers, errors in integratidif would still result.
The greatest error is usually duo to tl

ffi .
in setting.a voltage that is to be intt

tLintegrate a constant A. The voltage r«

uncertainty present 
?ated. Suppose we 
'esenting the constant

can be set with an accuracy limited by Bie precision of-the
device used as a measuring instrument.
t will exist in the setting. The outpu| 
therefore be

- f e z )  =  f c ( A  +  < \ I

Invariable, some error 
of the integrator will

r  = / / r  +  £ T

by the time of theNote that the error signal is multiplie 
integration.

The error associated with the set:|Mg of a potentiometer 
is approximately a constant; therefore, 
is much less for a large setting than f 
Slowly varying integrator outputs imply 
unless small integrator gains are avail

the percentage error 
a small setting. 

|mall input voltages 
.e.

Many beginners have a tendency to i gleet recorder char
acteristics when choosing a time scale i
problem. Recorder characteristics must
computer results ak*e to be useful.

To slow or speed up a problem we ma a substitution for
the independent variable,
the solution is si

\ r a particular 
e considered if the

If
wed by a factor of "a"

Ls greater than unity
f ta is less than



H miMW................
1
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unity the problemjis speeded up fcy a fad ;or of ■J£ . It is 
important that this substitution be mad<||| throughout the entire 
; ..-oblem or all the physical slgnificancel of the problem will 
be lost. I

An example will perhaps best expla:®L the use of the
time scale change [to vary the speed of t,§e problem.

= - f s r j
We have

J 2 *  #  J ./ A 1  
---- - t  3  7 J T  ' T ' t r  '
J z *  II

with the initial conditions
X C o ) =  0 j r  ( o )

How to slow the problem down by a factoi
rsubstitution of 7-

tives is sl2\=. andVS W - i -  w ^  ^  ____ -  _
< r r  7?

terms of ' y  as the
J X  /. 
J ' T

and c l j x  _ J;C \
J t -  " " j

^  a )

Performing this su
y

with the new initi

How we kno
we wan'.: to it3

of 2 , we make a variable 
■he ||j®ain rule for deri- 

d the problem in
ndependent variable.!
- J *  . 1
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It should be Remembered now in interpreting the results 
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tm IP
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xC ^ -xlb)
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pi on at a time 7~0y
?e our answer.



VI. [ 1lustratIve Problei

Let us examinjp a simple case of si 
equations. A system of two equations ii 
be represented by the equations

Ultaneous algebraic 
two unknowns may

0 ,X  /■ A ,y\

These equations mar be rewritten in the Borm

I

-  C,
J

%
tl J

One computer circuit for these equll
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--------- L— A/tt

*
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- y \ A A ~ 1
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It is quite easy tqj 
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own mind, or on a s[

r a  **-<3— ‘-'Via-

-A/v-

Lons is

)t

follow this circuit 
icet of paper, simply

FG and HI each containing a co-efficient 
then see we have summer circuit elements

jjLT/Uereh-

agram. In your 
«

lemove the branches 
rcuit. "e can 
amplifiers one
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and two followed co-eff 
respectively, 
of amplifier three 
of amplifier four 
multiplying by the
circuit. The vol1 ige g f h and ^ ^ r e  
supply on the computer 

To integrate 
let's try and solvi a set of si.au It an 
Tor the salce of br vity and clarity ire 
amplitude scaling.j Assume ire have two 
with constant co-efficients of the form

j z  +<*3 W + 4 t y -■$<*) \>t

Rearranging these 7

A  _ £L1 > - ;
JT ' «,

'V'. ' <^>Now our problem is Essentially that of
'4simultaneous equations with the excepti 

have to introduce the necessary Integra
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The circuit Acessary for the firsiai equation is:
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But now we need inputs of - S' y and q| our summer circuit.«/ 7 d r I
Similarly, we will!need an input of- i3j.

%  '

corresponding to the second of the bef< 
Thus we combine th$ partial circuits cĥ  
equation and get the circuit shown on

•v. rv-

1 -Av for the circuit 
b,

mentioned equations, 
icteristic of each 

23.
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Now if our function former is' capable oil 
we can read the va! ues of X and Y direct!

roducing ■fir) and j c r j  

on a voltmeter
where one volt wil correspond to one uni

t
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